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Celebrate the Christmas season with more than 100 delightful patterns cut on your scroll

sawâ€”holly, bells, candles, reindeer, angels, and other signs of joy. Make a wooden

Christmas-candle centerpiece, a Nativity design cut from 3/4-inch-thick pine, and many more.
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These patterns are really great... I'm a beginner at scroll sawing, but with those patterns in hand, my

work looks good... If your a Christmas fan, if you like all those Santa with flying reindeers and

different ornaments, this is the book you need.

Looking for a good selection of Christmas Patterns ? Look no further, the Spielman's present

another excellent scroll saw selection of patterns and different techniques to allow the user to create

unique and quite attractive projects.Not much instuction in this book, about 4 pages of different

techniques of stack sawing, segmentation and various ways to utilize patterns. There are four pages

of color photos giving the user an exellent idea of the different projects available. Also, laced

throughout the book, are black and white photos and brief helpful hints on how to make the project

something everyone would be happy to receive as a Christmas present. The tips on segmentation

are excellent with just enough photos to not allow the user to feel they were left out in the cold.This

is an excellent pattern book for both the beginner and the more experienced sawyer, with enough



selection of various types of projects to allow the user to make something to be very proud to give

as a gift, or sell at a craft show.

I have been collecting scroll saw Christmas pattern books. This one has some interesting ideas. I

have not done any yet but the patterns look to be well designed.

One of the best books I bought online ever from a sight. Will use this sight again but would like to

see more on tools for the craft of woodworking.

fun,fun,fun-the book is in good condition The patterns are in good condition. We are looking forward

to begin making items from the book.

I already have this book. I bought it for a Christmas gift for my brother as he wanted one of his own.

The patterns here are very basic. But they serve the purpose if you just want to cut out simple

patterns to decorate, hang on a tree, or give away, etc. This book has a good variety of the ususal

suspects - bells, santas, etc. Most are flat, some are corny. All seem to be fun.If you are looking for

a challenge you need to look at the books that have a lot of compound patterns.
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